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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The average person uses some 191 services that require them to enter passwords or other credentials. That's a lot to keep on top of, and it presents a huge problem if compromise occurs, particularly if a person uses the same credentials across multiple services. Over the past 18 months the Digital Shadows Photon Research team has been analyzing how cybercriminals conspire to prey upon users of online services by “taking over” the accounts they all use on an everyday basis—for banks, to stream videos or music, for work—the list goes on.

For this paper we closely examine this ubiquitous problem, including how attackers approach account takeovers (ATO). Using the Digital Shadows SearchLight™ service, which maintains a database of breached credentials and scours criminal forums for attackers’ trends, data dumps, advertisements and tools, we unearthed some insightful stats:

- More than 15 billion credentials are in circulation—up 300 percent since 2018 and coming from 100,000-plus discrete breaches.
- 5 billion of those are “unique”, without any repeated credential pairs.
- Most credentials belong to consumers, and cybercriminals give away many for free; those that are sold go for an average of $15.43.
- Unsurprisingly, bank and other financial accounts are the most valuable, selling for an average of $70.91 apiece. They account for 25 percent of all the advertisements we analyzed.
- Cybercriminals are obviously going after the “purse strings” in organizations: We found 2 million accounting email addresses exposed. Email addresses with “invoice” or “invoices” were, by far, the most commonly advertised.
- Access to organizations’ key systems is being sold at a significant premium. Dozens of advertisements offer domain administrator access through auctions, selling it to the highest bidder for up to $120,000 (with an average of $3,139).
- Cybercriminals give away many for free; those that are sold go for an average of $15.43.
- Account takeover has never been easier (or cheaper) for cybercriminals. Brute-force cracking tools and account checkers are available on criminal marketplaces for an average of $4. With recently launched options for ATO “as-a-service”, a criminal can rent an identity for less than $10.
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- Account takeover has never been easier (or cheaper) for cybercriminals. Brute-force cracking tools and account checkers are available on criminal marketplaces for an average of $4. With recently launched options for ATO “as-a-service”, a criminal can rent an identity for less than $10.

THE ALLURE OF ATO: WHY CRIMINALS CAN’T RESIST

We rely on passwords to safeguard those precious accounts that allow us to conduct much of the business of life in cyberspace. Our finances, personal information, and sensitive documents are stored in the cloud, locked behind these sets of alphanumeric and special characters. They’re prime targets for cybercriminals who conduct fraud and account takeover (ATO).

So it makes sense to secure these accounts as best we can. Since the early days of the Internet, standards for password complexity and encryption have come a long way, along with additional safeguards like MFA (more on that later). These days, many sites won’t even let you set a password if it’s shorter than a certain number of characters or doesn’t mix uppercase with lowercase letters and special characters.

Password managers have also gained popularity, allowing us to generate unique passwords to combat attacks that rely on password reuse. Even still, your password’s length or complexity won’t matter too much if it’s stored in plaintext, or if it’s the only thing protecting your account.

According to Verizon’s 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report, over 80 percent of breaches related to hacking involved brute-force cracking or the use of lost or stolen credentials. Credential lists are widely sold and traded on cybercriminal forums and marketplaces, and full accounts for various services can be bought for even a few dollars. Before we dig into the data on that concern, let’s start off by setting the definition:

So, ATO: Literally, just what it sounds like. An attacker gains access to a user’s account. Traditionally, this has meant an e-commerce or financial account, which is then used to conduct fraud. Of course such accounts are valuable to attackers (as seen in the next section), but a wide range of other online services are targeted, from streaming and cable TV subscriptions to VPNs and adult websites.
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ACQUIRING CREDENTIALS: BEG, BORROW, OR STEAL

In most cases, a successful ATO requires first acquiring stolen credentials. Attackers can do this by hacking into a company and stealing a database containing credentials, but there are four slightly easier methods we explore in this section:

1. **Harvest your own**
2. **Buy credentials**
3. **Rent credentials**
4. **Use freebies**

**Harvest your own: phishing, exploits, and malware**

Credential-stealing malware and phishing campaigns are not the focus of this research, but we would be remiss not to mention them. Numerous types of trojans and keyloggers have this express purpose, and new pieces of malware surface regularly.

Many credential harvesters target banking credentials, in large volumes—they can be highly lucrative and are in high demand on underground marketplace sites. Credential harvesters use a combination of techniques to acquire victim’s details, including man-in-the-browser attacks, which use code injection techniques to inject form fields into the user’s banking website. These fields intercept the victim’s credentials directly from their online banking portal. They’re sent to the attackers, who monetize them directly (via fraudulent transactions) or, more commonly, sell them to other threat actors seeking freshly stolen credentials.

While we’re on the subject of stealing credentials: We’ve also seen some criminal advertisements for domain administrator accesses (login details, credentials or sensitive files from an organization or individual’s machine, used to access systems/infrastructure, data, bank accounts, and/or other accounts). This takes the conversation from “simple” account compromise to complete network compromise, and we’ve seen these accesses sold or auctioned for an average of $3,139 and up to $140,000. The data may not always be valid, but just the concept of a large corporation or government network administrator’s access being sold on criminal marketplaces is, to say the least, unnerving.

Privileged accounts, like administrator accounts, are considered extremely valuable in the criminal underworld. Not only do they give access to a network, but they feature the highest levels of control and trust, and their permissions are nigh unlimited. A person using a privileged account could change system configuration settings, read and modify sensitive data, or give other users access to critical assets.
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We found domain administrator-access ads with descriptions including “petrochemical company,” “cybersecurity company,” “architecture and engineering company,” “petroleum company,” “big university,” and various state governments. Some vendors also mention the number of machines on the network, the number of employees, the site’s Alexa ranking,

Figure 1: A user initiates the sale of corporate network data on Exploit

Figure 2: Advertisement for domain administrator access for a cyber-security company on Exploit

Figure 3: Advertisement for domain administrator access for a petrochemical company on Exploit

Figure 4: Advertisement for domain administrator access for a big university on Exploit
any intellectual property or sensitive documents on the system, and whether any trusts\(^1\) are available, to give buyers an idea of the value of the access.

### Going out to tender: account sales

Another, somewhat more straightforward, option to acquire credentials is just buy them on a cybercriminal marketplace. With Digital Shadows\' Shadow Search™, we gathered hundreds of marketplace advertisements for accounts over the past two and a half years across nine active and defunct dark web marketplaces.

Across all these platforms, the average cost of a single account was $15.43. Unsurprisingly, banking/financial services accounts made up most of the listings and were, on average, the most expensive: $70.91. Account accesses for antivirus programs came a distant second place, averaging around $21.67. All other types of accounts were, on average, just under or significantly below $10. Some can even be had for under $2, like file-sharing or video-game accounts.

In addition to being expensive, banking and other financial accounts are rife—accounting for 25 percent of all the access advertisements we observed. This makes sense: when you compromise someone’s bank account, you have direct access to all their funds, plus any sensitive personal information tied to that account. Many of the bank account listings we saw claimed to include the victim’s United States social security number, their physical address, their birthdate, and answers to security questions.

Even though the average cost of one banking account was just under $71, we saw some going for upwards of $500. The price can be influenced by many factors: if it’s confirmed to have a certain amount of funds, if it has personally identifiable information (PII) attached, and its age (older accounts tend to be cheaper).

Many higher-priced advertisements advertise “drop” accounts, meaning they can be used to facilitate money laundering or cash-out schemes.

In terms of geography, United States-based accounts were advertised most frequently on criminal forums and marketplaces, followed close behind by Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, and Germany. Cybercriminals very likely perceive North American accounts as being the most profitable. And in terms of non-financial accounts, the second and third most advertised were for streaming and proxy or VPN accounts: comprising 13% and 12%, respectively.

\(^1\) Authentication for a linked, trusted domain that also allows access to other linked, trusted domains
any intellectual property or sensitive documents on the system, and whether any trusts\(^1\) are available, to give buyers an idea of the value of the access.
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**AVERAGE PRICE OF LISTINGS BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF DOZENS OF LISTINGS BY THREE SAMPLE VENDORS IN 2020.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Government</td>
<td>$3,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Insurance</td>
<td>$2,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing and Engineering</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>$1,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**AVERAGE COST OF ONE ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENT ONLINE SERVICES**
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The listings we observed fit into the 11 categories shown in Figure 6. Many of the categories are for services that can be quite pricey if purchased legitimately. Would you rather pay $10 a month for yet another streaming service, or pay $5 for lifetime access?  

Additionally, accounts for adult websites offer other added benefits, considering that buyers may not want their real names or financial information associated with these services.

In any case, account accesses are relatively cheap. This is probably, at least partly, because of two main factors:

1. Buyers have no guarantee that their purchase will grant them access in the long run; login details could become invalid at any point. Caveat emptor.

2. Vendors can obtain the account accesses cheaply and efficiently, so they can sell them at low prices. Typically, they’re obtained using techniques such as credential stuffing (more on that later). But many are also byproducts of another crime, allowing them to be sold at low prices or even shared for free.

2. By “lifetime” we actually just mean the time it takes for the account owner to realize their account has been compromised. This can be days, weeks, months, years, or never.

3. And even via automation!
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Renting tools: The rise of fingerprint markets

A happy medium between harvesting your own credentials and purchasing stolen credentials is renting account access. We’ve been closely following the emergence and subsequent rise of certain markets for this kind of service, like Genesis Market, which we first identified in April 2018.¹

These markets have their own injects and botnets harvesting credentials. But rather than buying a credential, you can rent an identity for a given period for less than $10 (with prices increasing depending on the type of access). The market also collects browser fingerprint data (such as cookies, IP addresses, time zones) from victims, making it considerably easy to perform ATO and transactions that go unnoticed.

Although other markets have since emerged as contenders, such as UnderWorld Market (formerly RichLogs) and Tenebris, Genesis Market retains its crown, being the most popular. In Figure 11 you can see how it dominates discussions about fingerprinting, with 65 percent of references across criminal markets. Such discussions have exploded since early January 2018, and forum users are desperate to acquire invite codes to Genesis Market.

¹ https://www.digitalshadows.com/blog-and-research/genesis-botnet-the-market-claiming-to-sell-bots-that-bypass-fingerprinting-controls/
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Digital Shadows FROM EXPOSURE TO TAKEOVER

Whatever the motive for their “philanthropy,” cybercriminals are building a sense of community on the forums they use—which is one of the critical determiners of a forum’s overall success. The more forum users feel an element of camaraderie with their fellow users, the more likely they are to stick around, if not just for the free streaming accounts. We wrote about this in greater detail in our research paper The Modern Cybercriminal Forum.

Making use of free: Sharing is caring

Although a threat actor could buy or rent account access, they’d be passing up an awful lot of credentials being shared for free on certain cybercriminal forums. A significant amount of Digital Shadows’ technology and closed-sources resources are devoted to finding these credentials, so you don’t have to. Databases of breached credentials are commonly shared for free on these forums; after someone posts a hashed data set, other forum users work on dehashing it and then post the plaintext passwords as a database.

To date, we’ve discovered 15 billion-plus credentials, stemming from more than 100,000 discrete breaches. Of these credentials, more than 5 billion are unique.

Users of Russian-language cybercriminal forums like Exploit and XSS often freely share credentials for entertainment services with other forum members. These can range from individual credential pairs to files containing thousands of valid accounts.

These free accounts are typically limited to music and video streaming services, because:

1. Cybercriminals don’t want to pay for their own streaming, and/or
2. Cybercriminals obtain many accounts as byproducts, so they may sell the valuable goods (e.g. an expensive set of banking credentials) and share any leftovers for free (e.g. streaming credentials).

OVERTAKING THE BASICS WITH THE ATO ATTACKER’S TOOLKIT

For every cybercriminal sourcing credentials using any of the four easy ways discussed, there is another employing less obvious means to take over accounts. Let’s lift the lid on the sophisticated ATO attacker’s toolkit and see what you should worry about.

Brute-force cracking tools, account checkers

Brute-force cracking tools and account checkers are the cornerstones of many account compromise operations, reliably enabling attackers to get their hands on even more of your data. They’re automated scripts or programs applied to a login system—whether it’s associated with an API or website—to gain access to a user’s account. Although some attack campaigns using these tools may be subtle and hard to detect, others resemble distributed denial of service campaigns.

Criminal operations using brute-force cracking tools or account checkers may also take advantage of IP addresses, VPN services, botnets, or proxies to maintain anonymity or improve the likelihood of accessing an account. Once they’re in, they can use the account for malicious purposes or extract all of its data (potentially including payment-card details or PII) to monetize it.

The Photon team found a myriad of brute-force cracking tools and account checkers available on criminal marketplaces for an average of $4. Some advertisements were super vague—“USA Bank login Cracker Bruter”—but others were obviously targeting a specific service, like Hulu, Minecraft, or Spotify. Most of the tools didn’t seem to be named, but some listings claimed to include the Burp Suite Professional application security testing software, Hydra login cracker, Zeus and WarBot botnets, and Sentry MBA account cracker.

Based on their descriptions, these tools can “crack” accounts associated with banking, video games, e-commerce services, social media, streaming, VPN accounts, and proxy services. Really, the only items required to wage an ATO attack with these tools are a proxy and an email address or username and password combo list—which, as we said above, can be easily purchased or acquired for free on a criminal marketplace.

Figure 13: XSS user shares account credentials for popular streaming service, free of charge

Figure 14: Streaming-account credentials shared for free on RaidForums

Figure 15: Exploit user shares free account credentials for a popular streaming service

Figure 16: Advertisement for a bank login brute-force cracking tool on Empire
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Criminal operations using brute-force cracking tools or account checkers may also take advantage of IP addresses, VPN services, botnets, or proxies to maintain anonymity or improve the likelihood of accessing an account. Once they’re in, they can use the account for malicious purposes or extract all of its data (potentially including payment-card details or PII) to monetize it.

The Photon team found a myriad of brute-force cracking tools and account checkers available on criminal marketplaces for an average of $4. Some advertisements were super vague—“USA Bank login Cracker Bruter”—but others were obviously targeting a specific service, like Hulu, Minecraft, or Spotify. Most of the tools didn’t seem to be named, but some listings claimed to include the Burp Suite Professional application security testing software, Hydra login cracker, Zeus and WarBot botnets, and Sentry MBA account cracker.

Based on their descriptions, these tools can “crack” accounts associated with banking, video games, e-commerce services, social media, streaming, VPN accounts, and proxy services. Really, the only items required to wage an ATO attack with these tools are a proxy and an email address or username and password combo list—which, as we said above, can be easily purchased or acquired for free on a criminal marketplace.
If an attacker acquires a list of credentials that have been exposed in breaches, what do they do next? Well, credential stuffing attacks are undeniably popular, and push the ATO to the next stage by opportunistically providing initial access to accounts. These attacks are typically automated login attempts that use a predetermined list of access credentials—often, combinations of usernames or email addresses and plaintext passwords—sourced from previous data breaches or leaks. Credential stuffing differs from brute-force cracking, which uses password lists or other resources to guess a successful match.

For many years, Sentry MBA has been one of the most widely used tools, and the most recognizable, in credential stuffing attacks. Like most tools of its type, it has a user interface that allows the uploading of base credential lists and proxies, and a screen where results are logged.

Sentry MBA still attracts significant interest, but a new player has entered the Thunderdome: OpenBullet. It’s a website testing suite of software that allows users to perform requests on a target web application, and it’s been gaining interest since early April 2019. Ostensibly created for legitimate purposes, OpenBullet includes multiple tools that can be used for scraping and parsing data, automated penetration testing, and unit testing with Selenium. Based on this tool's open-source format, continuously updated features, ability to customize configurations, and lower CPU usage, it’s gaining popularity among cybercriminal forum users.
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MORE CREDENTIAL-REUSE TOOLS

Threat actors are always advertising new tools across criminal locations—dark-webpages, forums, chat platforms—to dig up and reuse credentials. Here are some of those trending in 2020:

- **Private Keeper** is a tool used across Russian-language cybercriminal platforms, developed by a threat actor who goes by “deival909.” Initially created as a brute-force cracking tool, the software underwent several changes during development, which enables users to create and configure their own brute-force crackers and utilities with the help of in-line technology. Private Keeper contains a utility for collecting private proxies from other private services, and provides access to multiple finished projects in an application store. Online tutorials explain how to use Private Keeper to target specific victims, such as banks and other financial organizations.

- **SNIPR** was created by a threat actor known as PRAGMA. The tool has been around since April 2017, functioning similarly to Sentry MBA. SNIPR is installed with a variety of pre-built configurations for popular sites, including requested URLs, user agent strings, data capturing form requests, and the correct order of authentication. There’s also an in-built mechanism for public proxy scraping or the ability to import specified lists.

- **BlackBullet** is an increasingly popular tool, created by the threat actor “Ruri” and, later, released as a cracked version by “Yuki” and “Crank.” A BlackBullet user is required to list username and password combinations to try on a web application and a list of proxy servers. This counters organizations’ attempts to deter credential stuffing when they limit the number of attempts an IP address can make to automate account validation.

- **Vertex** requires users to supply a list of credentials and proxy servers, similar to Sentry MBA. Although the software is apparently still regularly used and advertised on carding and cracking sites, it’s not as popular as Sentry MBA, and has different functionality.

- **Account Hitman** is not specifically a credential validation tool, but the software requires credential lists and proxy server lists to attack website login portals, similar to Sentry MBA and Vertex. The help guide, built into the program, likely appeals to less-technically advanced users; Account Hitman will probably continue to be a predictable choice for novice threat actors.
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TOOLS OF ANOTHER TYPE

Just gaining access to accounts that have reused credentials is not always the end goal. These accesses can be used as pivot points to access even more sensitive information. Take, for example, the Cre3dOv3r tool, which searches for public leaks related to any specified email address; if passwords are identified, the tool checks seven popular websites—including GitHub and Stackoverflow—to see if the credentials are valid or whether CAPTCHA is blocking access.

![Figure 26: Cre3dOv3r screenshot of the tool in use posted on blog article (Source: kitploit[.]com)](image)

Although not a tool by itself, a code repository can be a particularly lucrative way to kick off ATO, if it contains access keys or other secrets that can provide access to accounts holding even more sensitive data. As outlined in the book *Hunting Cyber Criminals*[^6], several high-profile breaches have resulted from attackers brute-force cracking developer accounts on GitHub. Back in November 2019, the Photon team actually did a capture the flag (CTF) workshop that focused on this very topic: How an attacker can use open-source tools to take advantage of sensitive information inadvertently exposed on code-sharing repositories. (A recap of that event can be found [here](#), and we also have a GitHub repository [here](#).)


HITTING WHERE IT HURTS: ATO AND ORGANIZATIONS

Of the 15 billion credentials in our repository, most belong to consumer accounts. We’ve given plenty of examples already: banking, streaming, personal VPNs. But of course, consumers aren’t the only casualties when it comes to ATO. We performed some analysis of the types of alerts we’ve sent to our clients, to better understand the impact on organizations.

Just over the past 1.5 years, we’ve identified and alerted organizations to more than 27 million credentials being exposed; 27,339,059, to be exact. This includes usernames with passwords, and usernames on their own. As you can see in Figure 28, technology companies’ credentials represented 31 percent of the top ten sectors, followed by food-and-beverage and financial services, at 16 percent and 14 percent, respectively.

![TEN SECTORS WITH MOST FREQUENTLY BREACHED CREDENTIALS](image)

We used this data to break down the average number of exposed credentials per organization, and found that a single food and beverage organization, on average, had a whopping 87,352 credentials exposed. Education and technology organizations came in a respective second and third, with an average of just under 48,000 exposed credentials per organization.

Sure, those numbers are huge, but it’s important to remember that they don’t all represent legitimate, active credentials. It’s inevitable that a substantial portion are expired, or belong to former employees or legacy systems. Regardless, this gives you a sense of the sheer impact that data breaches can have on just one organization. It’s...
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Of course, not all credentials are alike. We had a look at the various types of password hashes that have been exposed, to understand how they had been stored. The most popular two were MD5 and SHA1, contributing more than 80 percent of the hashed passwords. Although MD5 and SHA1 hashing algorithms provide more security than plaintext (aka unencrypted) passwords, cybercriminals can still find ways to convert hashed passwords to plaintext by using pre-computed hashes of large word lists or rainbow tables.

This risk can be circumvented by implementing a salt: a random string of characters that can be used in conjunction with the user’s password before applying the hashing function. By deploying a dynamic salt, where a random string of characters is generated for each user and concatenated with the user’s password, the chance of attackers being able to reverse the hash becomes significantly lower.

However, the vast majority of collected credentials (between 80 and 90 percent) weren’t even hashed. This means they were either:

1. Initially stored in plaintext
2. Subsequently cracked by threat actors

With a (un)healthy circulation of plaintext and easy-to-crack hashed passwords, attackers will find brute-force cracking and credential stuffing a virtual cakewalk.

The fallout from a credential breach extends beyond an organization, to its customers. The relevant accounts can hold (or have access to) incredibly sensitive information. Going back to our 15-billion credential repository, we found that more than 2 million of them contained email addresses and usernames related to departments that deal with sensitive information—think addresses like invoice@companyname.com or billing@companyname.com.

Email addresses containing “invoice” or “invoices” were by far the most common, accounting for 66 percent of those 2 million credentials. “Partners” and “payments” were tied for second place, both with 10 percent. Just imagine the type of data sitting in accounting inboxes! An attacker who gets their hands on credentials for valid accounts could inflict untold damage: logging in to internal databases, exfiltrating sensitive data or launching social-engineering attacks (e.g. business email compromise).
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**PROTECT YA NECK (AND YOUR ACCOUNTS)**

ATO isn’t new, and there are several ways it can be thwarted (see our list at the end), but it’s worth pointing out two known mitigation methods that attackers have proven their ability to beat: CAPTCHA and 2FA.

**The concern with CAPTCHA**

CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) was initially introduced to hinder automated bots and malware from being able to communicate with websites. In true form, cybercriminals found a way to bypass this website defense by deploying a variety of methods: human-assisted solving services, machine learning solutions, and automated tools (e.g. Anticaptha, Buster) among them.

One of the reasons Sentry MBA has been so successful is that it can bypass some forms of CAPTCHA by using its optical character recognition module or a database containing a plethora of CAPTCHA images and answers.

**The failure in 2FA**

Let’s be very clear: 2FA is better than just a username-password pair. But it’s now clear now that it isn’t infallible. SMS message-based 2FA takes a lot of criticism for being less secure than other 2FA methods; there are several well-documented issues. SIM-jacking (SMS hijacking), for example, is a type of attack that uses social-engineering methods to convince mobile network providers to transfer a victim’s mobile service to a new, attacker-controlled SIM card. Any 2FA codes are then automatically routed to the attacker.

Other attacks that target SMS-based authentication include SS7 hijacking, which involves exploiting a weakness in Signaling System No 7, allowing attackers to intercept and eavesdrop on data, texts, and locations of a mobile device, perform man-in-the-middle attacks, and use tools like “Mureana”. It’s not just SMS-based 2FA, either. Earlier this year, the “Cerberus” malware was discovered to have added the ability to bypass Google Authenticator.

Methods to bypass 2FA are commonly discussed on cybercriminal forums. In December 2019, for example, one user of Exploit created a thread to sell a method that would bypass 2FA systems at a United States-based online bank. The cybercriminal said their system would allow every seven to nine out of ten accounts to be accessed without requiring SMS verification, and valued their offer at USD 5,000.

For more detailed information about this very topic, see our in-depth report Two-Factor in Review.
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8. Cerberus is frequently discussed on Russian-language cybercriminal forums

**Besting the takeover artists**

Becoming truly resilient to ATO requires a shift in behavior and practice, from both the organization and its employees. We offer the following guidance to put up your best defense against the ATO threat.

- Monitor for leaked credentials of your employees.
  1. [HaveIBeenPwned](https://haveibeenpwned.com) is a great resource for this, alerting you to instances of breaches and including your organization’s email domain. Although HaveIBeenPwned doesn’t provide you with passwords, it’s a great place to start identifying which accounts are potentially compromised.

- Monitor for references to your company and brand names on cracking forums. Configuration files for your website that are being actively shared and downloaded are a good indication of impending ATO attempts. Use Google Alerts for this monitoring, which identifies the risks specific to your business; Johnny Long offers some great tips to assist.
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Monitor for leaked credentials of your customers, which can enable you to respond proactively. Consider alerting any customers that have been involved in a breach, and prompting them to reset their password/s if they’ve reused credentials.

Deploy an inline Web Application Firewall. Commercial and open-source web application firewalls, like ModSecurity, can identify and block credential stuffing attacks.
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